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Abstract: Sports is the wisdom of knowledge in the wealthy society. When the nations dominating their sports performance in the world games then the nation becoming the scourge full one. So now a days all the e countries are competitions within each sport. So the modern technologies are playing more important roles in the development of sports. So every countries are putting their scientific sources into the development of modern sports about the evaluation of sports technology. These technologies are gave more advantages in modern sports performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In everyday people’s are more towards their goals and aims in the life targets. In the same way the sports and sporting individuals also getting their aims and motives towards the promotion of sports performance. So they are shaping their body and minds to capture their life targets. Within the limitations of the performance each and every one can be showing their wealth to the spectators. In these concepts the innovations of new technology that can ahead the individuals performance more easy and achievable. So the sports technology can be innovated by the science people now a days. There was great and significant movement in the sports. So the people are much using the adoptable technologies into their sports workouts. In later it can be produced some of the favourable results to the individual.

Statement of the problem
In this study we are used some of new invention of technologies into the development of modern sports and games. for the main problem taken in this study was to find the innovation of technology in maturing sports. It was significant role played in the resource of every growing and developed nations. The implications of new technology and the outcomes of sports performances.

2 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
- To know the improvement of performance
- To acquire new knowledge from the technology.
- To empower the growing nation.
- To promote the modern sport.
- To make the needful training method.
- Improving the Radiology of sports training.
- To made the changes in the principles of sports training.

Concept of Technology
The main concept of science and technology is too innovate some of new areas in higher performance. The technology has been increasing the individual performance in higher grade level with les effort.

3 REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURES
According to the latest results got from studies done by Parthasarathy S. (2019), Selvakumar K., (2019), Alaguraja K., (2019) and Yoga P. (2019) they are ravelled that the innovation of some new yogic techniques that can be promotes some of the sports parameters.

Outcomes of Mechanization
When the mechanization that means the technologies implied in the sports. The sports can be getting great achievement in the level of performance. So that the sports technologies can be promotes the nations resource through the human scores. The bis mechanical changes in the training method and biological implications like modified diet method improving the essential fibres through the application of some new technologies. So it was more easily understood the primary need of an individual. The concept of innovation of technology that can b e supports the every sports into the high level comparison of the athletes.
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4 SUGGESTIONS

- From the findings of the study the individual getting much benefits through the innovation of modern scientific technology.
- It can be promotes the every individuals inner pace and faith towards participating the training session.
- It suggest that the coaches and trainers can be include the latest technology in the training method.
- That application of technology that helps to achieve the needful performance of an sports events.
- Technology related sports training can be easily acquired by the individual person.

5 CONCLUSION

1. The study finally, came to conclude that the innovations of technology into the sports that technology surely promote the performance of an sports person. To compare the normal training method it can be achieved very soon and higher level. This scientific technology made great contributions to the every nations and their sports domination ever.
2. Finally the innovation of sports technology can done a positive and awardable results gained. So it was concluded that the technology desire the sports performance.
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